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ABSTRACT
Survey of 1968 Graduates of Home Economics
Programs at Intermountain School
in Brigham City, Utah
by
Aty Bakker Bitton, Master of Scie nce
Utah State University, 1969
Major Professor: Mrs. Virginia H. Harder
Department: Hom e Economics Education
The Home Economics Program of Intermountain School in Brigham
City, Utah was studied by a survey of graduates of the progra m of the year
1968 .

Research data was obtained from two sources: (l) .a questionnaire

to students who had graduated from the Home Economics Programs of
Intermountain Sc hool in Brigham City i n the year 1968, and (2) a
ques tionnaire to e mployers of these students.
Findings of the study were that Home Economics education is useful
to students in their personal life as well as in post high school training and
e mployment , and that a majority of the e mployers questioned rated
graduates' preparation for work satisfactory.

Many suggestions were

made by graduates and their employers for improve ments and additions
to Home Economics and Preparation for Work programs.
(9 4 pages)
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Intermountain School is a federal boarding school for Navajo Indian
students of high school age.

The school is located in Brigham City , Utah.

Vocational Home Economic Programs have been taught at the school since
1950.

Present enrollment at the school is 2, 053.

The Home Economics

Department enrolls 673 of these students . The Department has a staff of
21 people.
l.

Courses taught in the Department are:
Homemaking--for freshmen and sophomores, a required practical
arts program.

2.

Home Living--for juniors and seniors, a general homemaking
elective program fo r juniors and seniors.

3.

Vocational courses--for juniors a nd seniors, a wage-earning
oriented elective program .
(a) Quality Foods Preparation,
a two-year course for juniors and seniors
(b)

Power Sewing,
a one-year course for seniors with a six week preparation
course during the junior year.
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(c) Dressmaking,
a one-year course for seniors.
(d) Child Care Worker ,
a one-year course for seniors with a six week preparation
course during the junior year.
(e) Nurse Aid Training ,
a two - year course for juniors and seniors taught in a lternate
years .
(f) Cashiering,
a two-year course of juniors a nd seniors.
When teachers develop learning experiences for their students, they
have to have a c lose look at present course plans before they can modify
or make c hanges in these plans and before they can choose appropriate
references and teachi ng materials.

In wage-earning oriented programs ,

a determination of backgrounds and needs of tr a inees and information on the
exte nt to which trainees are ac hieving their goals ar e als o needed.

Statement of Thesis Problem

The Home Economics De partme nt at Intermountain School in Brigh am
City, Utah, has insufficient evidence that the Home Economics Programs they
are now teaching are effective and are meeting the objectives of prepa ration
for family life and gainful employment.

The best persons to give them this
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type of information are the graduates of the programs a nd th e ir e mployers.
The Home Economics Department has had no contac t with e ither group on
a forma l bas is.

Teachers are wondering whe the r or not they are teaching

those things which are of benefit to students and employees.

They wo uld

like to have suggestions for modifications or changes . Administr a tors a r e
a lso concerned with the question of innovation.

Objectives

The objectives of this s tudy were :
1.

To conduct a survey of graduates of Inter mountain School Home

Economics Programs of the year 196 8 a nd the ir e mployers to determi ne:
(a) What kind of jobs the grad ua te s hold.
(b) What additiona l tra ining they have taken since high school.
(c) Use fulness of their high sc hool training a nd preparation in
home economics for employment and personal life.
2.

To so licit recommendations of s tudents and e mployers for:
(a) Modifications and changes in present programs .
(b) Initi ation of new programs.

3 . To report on the findings of the research in a descripti ve report
a nd to make recommendations for modifications, changes, improvements
and innovations to the administration of Intermounta in School.
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In this study, answers were sought to the following questions:
1.

What courses of study did graduates take in the Home Economics
Department of Intermountain School?

2. Did the courses taken in the Home Economics Department give
them adequate preparation in the ir opinion for whateve r they are
doing now?
3. Would they recommend that others take the sam e courses, or
would they suggest different courses, and why?
4.

What jobs did graduates hope to get after graduation, what jobs
did they get, and how satisfied are they with their presently and
previously held jobs?

5.

Did graduates leave the reservation for reasons of e mployment
or other reasons, and where did they go?

6.

What is the present marital and job status of graduates?

7.

What is the employers' opinion of the 1968 graduates of Home
Economics Programs of Intermountain School concerning the
adequacy of their preparation of graduates for work.?

8.

What do employers look for in hiring?

9.

What are the r ecommendations of e mployers and graduates with
regard to improvements and innovations of Programs in the Horne
Economics Department?
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Procedure

Th e samples used for the surveys as described were:
1.

Graduates of Home Economics Programs of Intermountain
School of the year 1968 numbering 108.

2.

Employers of thes e graduates.

The study consisted of three parts as follows:
1.

A follow-up survey of graduates of Hom e Economics Programs
of Intermountain School of 1967-68.

2.

A survey of e mployers of graduates of Home Economics Programs
at Intermountain School of the school year 1967-6 8 to assess the
effectiveness of the programs.

3. Recommendations for modifications, changes and inno vations
by the researcher.
A list of the 1968 Home Economics graduates was obtained from the
registrar's office of Intermountain School. A le tter was sent to these
graduates requesting their cooperation and a ques tionnaire was enclosed.
This qLtes tionnaire sought answers to questions 1 through 6, as well as question
9, as stated in the objectives.

A franked enve lope for return of the question-

naire was e nclosed.
Addresses of employers were obtained from student graduate replies.
A letter was sent to employers of 1968 graduates of Home Economics Program
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asking them to respond to questions concerning the training effectiveness
of the Hom e Econom ics Programs and the extent to which they believed
Indian e mployees were prepared to enter the job field.

A second questionnaire

was included, dealing with such items as jobs available for graduates, preferences of e mployers, practices in hiring, and opinions tor modifications,
changes, and improvements of present programs.

This questionnaire

sought answers to questions 7 through 9 of the Objectives.
A copy of the proposal for this study was sent to the principal and the
superintendent of Intermountain School, and they were asked to give permission to the researcher to use school records where they were needed,
to use school stationery and mailing facilities, and to solicit hel[i fron;J the
registrar's office and the placement bureau, as well as from the administra tors and teachers in the Home Econom ics Department, in locating graduate
students and their employers.

Tllis permission was granted.

Limitations of the Study

Finding the students for this study was one of the greatest difficulties
the researcher encountered ; the students were difficult to locate.
This study was limited to girls who graduated from the Home Economics
Programs of Intermountain School in Brigham City, Utah, in the year 1968.
Only employers of these 1968 graduating students have been included in this
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study.

Finally the study was limite d to t he extent to which the students

a nd employers understood the qu estions in the questionnaires, and the
degree to which the responses given represented valid answers .
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

History and Philosophy of Home Economics Education

Home Economics as a formal program began initially in 1829 with
the teaching of household arts at the Troy Female Seminary in Troy , New
York.

In the gradual evolvement of curriculum , home and family life have

traditionally received primary emphasis . Only recently has there been
some recognition that useful homemaking skills might also serve individuals
in gainful e mployment.
Hom e Economics Education has be en de fined by the U.S. Offic e of
Education:
Home economics comprises the group of related courses or units of
instruction organized for purposes of enabling pupils to acquire
knowledge and develop understanding , attitudes, and skills relevant
to (a) personal , hom e , and family life , and (b) occupationa l preparation using the knowledge and skills of home economics. The subje ct
matte r of home economics includes , in addition to that which is
unique to the area, concepts drawn from the natural and social
science and the humanities. (O'Toole, 1967, p . 3 )
A more definitive statement brings additional clarification to the
dichotomies of "useful" and "gainful. "
Useful:
Homemaking: Preparation for Personal, Home and Family Living-The courses or units of instruction in home economics which emphasize acquisition of knowledge and the development of understanding,
attitudes , and skills relevant to personal , home , and family life.
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Gainful:
Occupational Prepara tion-The co urses or units of instruction in
home economics emphasizing the pupil's acquisition of knowledge
and the development of understanding, attitudes , and skills relevant
to occupational preparation and the utilization of specialized knowl edge and skills of home economics. Learning activities and experiences are organized to enable pupils to develop competencies
essentia l for entry into their chosen occupation or to acquire new
or additional competencies for upgrading their occupational proficie ncy. Subject matter is coordina ted with appropriate field,
laboratory, a nd work experience . Occupations include those which
provide (1) services to families in the home and similar services
to others in group situations; (2) assistance to professional
home economists and professionals in fields related to home
economics in industries, agencies, a nd organi zations; and (3) other
services and/or assistance directly related to one or more hom e
economics subject matter areas. (O'Toole , 1967 , p. 4)
There will always be concern in home economics for education for
home and family life presently defined as "useful. " At the same time there
has been increased concern for "gainful" home economics or preparation for

wage-earning.

National concern for this area of home economics was aug-

mented by the Vocational Education Act of 1963.

This Act specified that ten

percent of any funds a llocated to home economics must be used for programs
preparing students for gainful employm ent.
Van Horn, who was affiliated with the U. S. Office of Education, was
instrumental in the developme nt of nine curriculum guides for home economics
oriented service occupations.

While the nine guides were concerned with prepar-

ing workers for jobs known to exist , Van Horn noted that these were exploratory,
:u1Li ~ l1otd.d

in no way limit the kinds of jobs for whic h hom e economics knowl edge

and skills were cons idered to be the basis for job-entry requirements . Van Horn
further recom m ended, that preparation for job entry skills us ing home economics
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competencies be offered in four a reas : (a) upper secondary grades; (b) post
high school programs which served high school graduates and dropouts;
(c) junior or community colleges ; and (d) adult education programs in
vocational education or in the Manpower Development Training programs
(Van Horn , 1964, p. 2).
The Natrona! Education Association (N. E. A. ) conference Re port of May 1965
discussed contemporary issues concerned with vocational education. The
report noted that economic growth had not been commensurate with the
duality of population growth and advancement of technology a nd that there
was an insufficiency of work opportunities for youths entering the labor
market.

The report observed that a massive legislative program had been

enact ed by Congress (see Appendix I) to take care of some of the socioeco nomic problems of school dropouts, unemployment and poverty a nd that
both corrective and preventive programs had been initiated.
The conference report suggested that programs in vocational and
technical education be revie wed a nd that recommendations be made for program expansion and deve lopme nt of new programs in many occupational
fields. In occupations related to home economics skills the report observed
that:
For many years hom e economics teachers have related content in
home making c lasses to gainful employment; however , there is a
difference between courses for homemaking and courses for wageearning. Homemaking courses are only a background for home
economics wage-earning course. To add to the former some job
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rela ted units in order to obtain the latter would give inade quate
results in view of the r equire ments of the Vocational Education
Act. (National Education Association , 1965, p. 8-43 )
The following was excerpted by the writer from the conferenc e R eport
which further described the diffe rences of useful and gainful home economics
programs .
Home Economics for Homemaking

Home Economics for Employment

Total curriculum is broad in scope
and content

Curriculum is based on the
job a nalysis of a specific
occupation

Attitudes a nd behavioral
development nec essary to
strengthening family well-being
are s tressed

Emphasis is placed on the
development of attitudes and behavior necessary to secure a nd
hold down a job

All students are accepted because
of the btolief they can bene fit from
the program

Qualitie s and aptitudes are the
basis for selecting enroll ees in
a specific job -oriented program

Marriage and maintaining a home
a r e common to practically everyone, so programs are justifiable
in all communities.

Programs are established only
when evidenc e shows sufficient
job opportunities are available for
place me nt of trainees.

Counse ling is most valuable in
development of personal and
fa mily values.

Vocational counseling service
i s neces sary to help the teac her
in determining needs, employm ent
opportunities, a nd placem ent
of students in tlie most satisfactory
program.

Advisory committees have been
r ecomm ended but not required

The establishment of a local advisory committee helps to determine
work available and to advis e and
evaluate the specific emphasis of
the training program
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Immediate evaluation of progra ms
in home economics is difficult

Evaluation is in terms of performance and the ability to get
a nd hold jobs. (N. E. A . ,
1965, p. 43)

The Vocational Amendments of 1968, co-sponsored by 25 congressmen, were brought before Congress in November 1968, as H. R.

16460 .

The intent of these amendments strengthened and cla rified the Vocational
Education Act of 1963: new programs were suggested; old projects were
expanded ; more a id was requested for the disadvantaged; authorized grants
were given to states; and millions of dollars were a ppropriated for Cooperative Education (Arnold , 1968a).
In 1968 , a n Advisory Council on Vocational Education was appointed

by Congress to evaluate the Vocational Amendments of 1968 .

The Council

finalized their work in a report to Congress in the form of twenty-six recommendations.

One of the recommendations stated that funding authorization

to be provided specifically for homemaking education and consumer education
in a separate section of the Act.

The recommenda tions were adopted as

amendments which passed without a dissenting vote, thus indicating tacit
support of both major politica l parties in Congress for the enactm ent.

In view

of this impressive support, Arnold sounded a general warning that "Vocational
educators everywhere have a continuing responsibility of justifying such confide nce and support." (Arnold , 1968b, p. 1)
The Institute for Research on Human Resources of the PennsJyvania
State University in 1967 appraised vocational programs in vocational
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agriculture, distributive education , home economics, office occupations ,
technical trade and industrial education.

Nine communities in the eastern

and central sections of the country were selected on a stratified basis .
Twenty-five schools were visited and programs evaluated; 1600 questionnaires were ·completed by teachers; 658 employers and 90 union officials
were interviewed; 5181 graduates of vocational, general academic, and
academic (college preparatory) programs were interviewed.
Among other things the question of the usefulness or adequacy
of vocational education for girls was raised.

One of the findings involved

the cultural lesson that girls regarded jobs as an interlude between school
and marriage.

fustitute investigators wondered, if this was not a result

of in-school program restrictions.

Follow-up evaluations of graduates

were recommended to provide systematic a nd comprehensive data which
would yield feedback as a basis for modification of existing programs.

An-

other recommendation was, that the evaluation be on a continuing basis for
longitudinal effectiveness

(fustitute for Research on Human Resources, 1967) .

That women's work patterns have changed becomes apparent from
a review of the 1963 publications from the U. S. Department of Labor, and
the 1963 President's Report from the Commission on the Status of Wom en .
These publications gave some statistical information: namely that 35 percent
of the labor force at that time consisted of women and that 37 percent of all
women in America, age 14 years and older, were in the labor force.

The
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r eport extrapolated that nine out of ten women will work at pa id employme nt
sometime during their lives a nd that a single woman will work an average
of 40 years and that married women who r eturn to work will work an average
of 23 years . The report further noted tha t large numbers of married wom en in the 35 -55 year age group, who e nter the labor forc e, have never been
employed and have little or no preparation for e mployment (President' s Commission of the Status of Women , 1963).
The U.S. Department of Labor 1965 Handbook on Women Workers
indica te s that in each age group, the percentage of increas e in the labor
for ce participation of women exceeds the percentage of total population
increase for the specific groups

(U.S. Department of Labor , 1966) .

In a 1967 publication, the Ce nter fo r Vocational and Technical Edu-

cation at the Ohio State University cited changing work pattern implications
for program development for two areas -junior high a nd s enior high school
progra ms . Recommendations for the junior high school includ ed: (1) e ncour agem e nt of girls to identify a vocational goal; (2) emphasis of work patterns
of women; (3) awareness of hom e economics teachers of women's work patterns
in loca l communities; (4) clos e coope ration of teachers and administrators in
the understanding of current trends in employme nt; (5) emphasis on personality and employability in t eac hing.

Implications for the senior high l evel in

a ddition to the proceeding ones were : (1) joint programs with distributive
education and/ or trade and industrial education; (2) prevocational programs
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for wage earning; an example cited was courses for nursing; (3) emphasis
on management and decision making courses (The Center for Vocational
and Technical Education, 1967) .

Related Studies of Vocational Home Economics and Indian Education

While some evaluations of occupational and vocational home economic
programs have been made, the material available in this field was limited.
Kupsinel used a normative survey to evaluate courses and instructional
rna terials in Vocational Foods Services at the secondary level and found
the material in the field inadequate.

However, at the recommendation of

instructors , trainees, and employers of trainees, Kupsinel developed a
"Study Guide Outline," which identified seven areas of food service information in which instruction for wage earning courses was needed.

These areas

were, cookery principles, sanitation, nutrition, safety, management, serving food, and personal qualities deemed important for job placement.

Both

trainees a nd employers of trainees were in agreement that the seven areas
were necessary.

However, trainees wanted more training in management,

cookery principles, and nutrition . Employers rated highest the need for more
work in sanitation and cooking principles. Although the study revealed many
needs such as adequacy of personnel, it was limited in terms of the employers'
opinions.

Few of the employers interviewed had actually employed trainees of

a food service course (Kupsinel, 1964).
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Johnson found that students in Rockford, lllinois , who had not
continued their education or training beyond high school were inadequately
prepared for employment, a nd she consequently developed a wage earning
oriented experimental program in high, school home economics which combined class instruction and on -the -job expe rience in food service (Jp)lnson , 19 63) .
The program was conducted at Auburn High School, Rockford ,
illinois , during the second sem ester of the 1964-65 school year . The
number of participants selected for the experimental program was limited
to fifteen.

Evaluation of the expe rimental program revealed that (1) e m-

ployers generally rated traine es of the experim ental programs

sati~;;factory

preparation for work and attitudes toward work; (2) a pre -test post-test
evaluation indicated that students gained in general knowledge related to
e mploym ent and specific knowledge r elated to food service; (3) stude nts
in the cours es were interested, e nthusiastic , a nd gained in self confidence ;
(4) the learning experience relate d to employment was considered to be of
prime importance to the participants .
The study was limited becaus e of the small sample and the one
semester period.

The measurement of the degree of success seemed

highly dependent on the success appraisal made by the hom e economics
coordinator and high school principal , both of whom may have been bias ed
s ince these people were the administrators of the program. The content
o f the course was not completed as planned. There were, however ,

in
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important implications in the study for other high school wage-oriented
pro grams . Administrative pers onnel ; class participa nts ; a nd those
responsible for curri culum , instructional methods, a nd fie ld experi e nce
could d erive be ne fits from the findings of the study (Johnson , 1966).
In 1964, Jacoby developed a one-year pilot program in the vocationa l
area of preparation for home r el ated occupations in New York State.
Students e nrolled for a one year progra m which offered twelve classes in
pre paration for entry -level jobs in food service and child care s ervices
(Jacoby, 1966).

These classes we r e intensively studied and evaluated by

Nelson a nd Jacoby in 1967 . A ma jor objective of the study was the evaluation of student progress toward specific objective s related to knowledge,
job compentencies, and attitudes toward wor k . A s econd major objective
was to determine the correlation between student progress in the course
and student success in the working world.

A third objective of the study dealt

with answers to ques tions pertine nt to occupational home economics which had
been raised by secondary school personnel and university teacher educa tors.
The study established some characteristics ·or suc c essful progra ms in hom e
economics occupational education. In addition, measuring instrume nts were
developed to a sse ss student progress and the reliability of the instruments was
established.

Related characteristics of student success in the course with student

success on the job were identified a nd significant changes in student attitude toward work was determined through pre -test and post-test scores.
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One of the most significant findings of the survey was the parallel
value of work experience and course work.

A six months follow-up study

of 112 graduates of the pilot program was conducted.
100 respondents held jobs during the

follow~up

Fifty-eight of the

period of the study; six-

teen did not seek work because they were too young or were needed at
home; twenty-one trainees were unable to find jobs ; five students continued
their education elsewhere.
A descriptive rating scale showed that employers were favorably
disposed toward the trainees of the cours e . Employers of food service
personnel wanted dependability, pleasant disposition and ability to cooperate
as minimum standards for employability.

Students of the course were asked

if they thought their background of hom" economics courses had been ade-

quate for the occupational c lass . Their responses indicated that home economics courses should be a requirement for occupational courses and a
number of students thought they needed more home economics than they had
had.
Graduate students of the program listed general home economics
courses and mathematics courses as acceptable backgrounds for food
services.

Specifically, students believed that they were well prepared for

entry -level jobs such as cook's helper and child care a ide.

However,

follow-up studies found that well-trained and more able students had
difficulty getting jobs (Nelson and Jacoby, 1967) .
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In May, 1967, the Communication Research Center of the Univers ity
of Kansas a nd the Institute for Indian Studies at the University of South Dakota
recommended five major areas for immediate investigation in India n education:
1.

Curriculum development including the study of the status of pro-

grams in Indian schools and the applicability of a standard curriculum;
2.

Teacher preparation which would involve a survey of teachers

currently instructing Indian students and an investigation of teacher
attitudes toward needs of Indian students;
3.

Teaching m e thodology, relevance of standard teaching methods

and studies to determine applicability of current group theory to American
Indian Schools' learning environment;
4. Instructional resources which would involve development of textbook a nd reference materials designed for Indian students; including
desirabilicy and feasibility, a nd studies of the effect of out of class enrichment programs on class l earning;
5.

Cultural factors such as adult education as reinforcement of new

school programs (Communication Research Center, 1967).
Cozine, ct al.

were concerned with the development of curriculum

guides for gainful employment courses.

Their investigation resulted in a

pilot program for development a nd testing of curriculum mate rials for three
entry-level gainful employment courses: child care services, clothing services,
and food services . In deve lopment of the pilot program the group further
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formulated recommendations and procedures for initiation and deve lopm ent
of gainful employment programs in home economics (Cozine , 1968) .
In 1968 a report on the state of the education professions entitled

"The People Who Serve Education" was written by Harold Howe II, U, S.
Commissioner of Education.

The following statement from that publication

reaffirms the importance of vocational education:
The rapid growth of technology has demanded and will continue
to demand increasing numbers of skilled sub-professional workers
with some degree of theoretical knowledge. As our e conomy turns
more and more to providing services rather than products a nd a utomation takes over duties once performed by humans . . . the number
of service-oriented jobs is growing, and these positions often demand
not only vocational training but a lso skills in communication and human
relations traditionally associated with a strictly academic education.
Finally, the necessity for sophisticated vocational and technical education is underlined by the constant changes in job functions in our
economy and by the realization that in one lifetime a man may have
to be trained, retrained a nd further retrained in order to keep up with
the developments in his field of work. Thus vocational programs
may eventually be expected to place as much emphasis on learning
how to learn as on the acquis ition of specific job skills.
Training programs for ma npower in vocational education must b e based
on an understanding of the close r e lationship between vocational education and the world of work. (Howe, 1968, p. 6)
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CHAPTER Ill
METHOD OF PROCEDURE

The review of literature substantiated the conviction of the researcher
that there was a need to assess in some way how well needs of Indian girls
were b eing met in the useful and wage-earning aspects of vocational hom e
economics in the Intermountain School.

This conviction was strengthened

through correspondence with Dr. Helen Y. Nelsen, Associate Professor of
Corne ll University.

Also correspondence with others reinforced the need

for such a study.
Preliminary information for the thesis project was obtained by conferring with Intermountain School administrative personnel.

The principal ,

placem ent bureau people , the departme nt head and assistant departm ent
head of Home Economics were all involved . Thes e people constituted
a n ad hoc committee that gave much pe rtinent help and advice in formulating
the questionnaire . While the committee believed, that there was a need for
the kind of information the researcher sought from former graduates, they
also pointed out some difficulties.

The r e searcher would need skill , pe r-

s eve r a nce a nd patience in finding the students . These students would be
difficult to locate, and then their responses may be uncertain because of
their unfamiliarity with paper procedures . These two items· were thought
to be major handicaps in the study.
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The place ment bureau of the Inter mounta in School contributed
addresses and information for the 1968 graduating students.

This informa-

tion was further supplemented from inte rviews with students who were
related to or ac quainted with the former students.
addre sses were obtained.

In some cases recent

Teac hers who were in correspond ence with

some of the form er stud e nts also supplied additional inform a tion .
Permission was received from the principal to interview teachers,
students, a nd the registrar to obtain pe rtine nt information for the study.
Inform ation concerning the historica l background of the Home Economics
Departme nt was m ade available a nd the researc her received permission
to use school records and printing facilities.

Obj ec tives of the Study

This inves tigation for this study was three-fold in inte nt:
l.

T o conduct a survey of graduates of Intermountain School Home
Economics Programs of the year 1968 a nd their e mployers to
determine:
(a) Kind of employment graduates were engaged in.
(b) Post high school training graduates had rece ived .
(c ) Usefulness of high school training a nd preparation for
e mployment, post high school and personal life.
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2. To solicit recomm enda tions of s tude nts and employe rs for
modifications a nd cha nges in present programs a nd initiation
of new pr ograms.
3. To report on the findings of the researc h in a des criptive report
and make recomme ndations for modifications, changes, improvements and innova tions to the administration.

Survey of the Stud ents

Subj ects for this aspect of the fi rst part of the survey were se lected
from the 1968 list of gradua tes.

Ma le stude nts were deleted .

Female stu-

dents who ha d not taken hom e economics while atte nding Inte rmountain Sc hool
were a lso de le t ed.

The finalized litit of the 1968 students who would be in-

eluded in the study numbered 108 .
A letter of transmittal was se nt to these stude nts on March 6, 1969 ,
requesting their cooperation a nd enclos ing the questionnaire.

A fra nked

return-envelope was enclos ed to facilitate r e turn of the questionnaire to
the researcher.
l.

The questionnaire dealt with three areas of concern :

To what extent did the home ec onomics course work he lp the

s tude nt in finding e mploym ent and to what extent was she helped to ad just
to the em ploy ment situation?
2.

To what exte nt did t he hom e economics course work he lp the

gradua te in pre paring for post-high school employment?
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3.

To what extent did the hom e economics course work help the

graduate in her personal life?
In addition , an open-ended question invited the graduate to make
recommendations and suggestion s for changes and improvements in the
home econom ics program at Intermountain School.

Survey of the Employer

Subjects for this aspect of the survey were identified from the
questionnaires returned by the 1968 graduate students.

Those Indian

girls who were employed were asked to supply the names and addresses
of their e mployers.

Twenty-four employers thus identified , employed

Iifty-Iour or one-half of th e 1968 graduate students.
On March 28th , 1969 , a le tte r of transmittal was sent to the twe nty four e mploye rs requesting them to res pond to questions which attempted to
ascertain (a) the satisfactionolthe e mployer with his Indian employee and
(b) the degree of competency the e mployee had for the job in which she was

employed.
The questionnaire which the employe r received was in two parts.

Part one
The first five questions of Part One r elated to the employer's satis faction with the job performance of his Indian employee ; his opinion about
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the adequacy of the preparation for the position the employee held ; and his
opinion about the equivalence or non-equivalence of the Indian employee's
job-preparation as compared to the job-preparation of a white high school
girl who may have been employed for a similiar position .

Question six solicited general suggestions from the employer for
improvement ol the home economics program ; question seven requested
specific suggestions for program improveme nt for wage earning preparation
of the Intermountain School girl; and question eight probed the employer's
preference for a white or Indian employee, both of whom would have had
e qual preparation.

Part two
Part Two of the questionnair e confronted the employer with five
fictional employment situations , each listed as a separate question.

The

researc her thought that respons es to thes e situations might reveal opinions
abo ut how the e mployer would react in e mploym ent practices concerning
Indian students who had had various kinds of high school preparation for
wage earning.

The fictional employment situations forced an employment

decision. These forced-choice situations were illustrative of the kind of
e mployment for which Indian students might be employed.

The questionnaire

described a clerical vacancy ; a cleaning job; a general office position; a job
concerned with quantity food work ; and a typist vacancy.

The researcher
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thought that responses to these fictional forced-choice employment situations
would reveal guidelines for wage-earning program improvement.
Question six asked the employer to give a written response to the
words "vocational education." The researcher hopefully thought that this
response would evoke a descriptive "image" of vocational education from
the respondees which would be useful in gaining additional und erstanding
of employment practices.

Job description sheet
Question one of Part One requested the employer to list jobs in
his organization for which high school trained girls would be employed,
and additionally, to compl ete a job description sheet.

Separate job

description sheets were attached to facilitate the collection of precis e
descr iptive data concerning job requirements, employment practices ,
rel evancy and adequacy of high school training for the job, on-the-job
training, and recommendations for more profitable pre-service training.
The researcher postulated, that such descriptive data would yield significant information for program improvement.
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Pre-Tesbng of the Questionnaire

Pnr1 one

Th e student survey qu estionna ire was pre-tested in a class of
junior home economics students enrolled in vocational courses in which t h<:
graduates had been previously enrolled.

The junior enrollee s .oad l,c •• n io1

Intermountain School home economics programs during their freshman ,
sophomore and junior years.

The pilot use of the questionnaire revealed,

that some questions were not clear; this necessitated changes in and restatement of some questions .

Part two
A w1ique opportunity to

pre-te~t

the employer questionnaire

wa~

available to the researcher . On March 24, 1969 , a representa twe of till'
Hickey-Freeman Company Incorporated, Rochester, New Yo1k , vis ited the
school.

Hickey-Freeman Incorporated, employed thirteen of the 1968

home economics graduates.

The present visit was employm ent oriented.

Indian girls were needed as power-sewi ng machine operators and handseamstresses.

In an interview with the manufacturing representative, the

writer found that the questionnaire was sa tis factory and no corrections
a nd changes were suggested .
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Follow-Up Procedures

Student survey
One hundred and eight survey questionnaires were mailed on March 6,
1969 .

Twenty -two responses were received within the next thr ee weeks and

eleven were returned by post office personnel with the notation "no forwarding
address . "
Ten additiona l responses were received from seventy-five "reminder"
letters mailed April 1, 1969.
Eighty-seven of the 108 questionniares were mailed to Ge neral Delivery
on the Nava jo reservation.

It is a matter of speculation about how many

letters were r eceived by the addressees sinc e Navajo people move with their
sheep to where ever forage is available and forwarding address es are in frequently le ft for these transient moves .
A total of thirty-two questionnaires were received from the 108
questionnaires originally mailed .

Employer survey
Twenty-four employe rs were identified from the stud ent response.
Questionnaires to these employers were mailed on March 28, 1969 .

Fifty-

four or exactly one-half of the 1968 graduates were employed by the twe ntyfour employers.

Hickey-Freeman e mploy ed thirteen ; Haske ll Institute,

Lawrence , Kan sas, e nrolled t en in a post-high school training course;
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Fairchild Semi Conductor, Incorporated employed ten ; and the U. S. Department of Justice employed two.
the other nineteen students.

Nineteen other employers employed

Where multiple employment occurred, the

e mployer completed Job Description sheets only for the category and not
for each individual student.
The first mailing brought two responses from the employers.

A

"remi nd er" letter mailed on April 15, 1969 e licited twelve additional
responses. A telephone call to Fairchild Se mi Conductor on May 5, 1969,
brought a response from that company.

One questionnaire was returned

for "insufficient address. " This constituted a total of fifteen responses
received from the twenty-four surveys mailed to employers.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS

A total of thirty-two responses were received from the one hundred
and eight questionnaires mailed to the Indian girls who had graduated from
Intermountain School Home Economics programs in the year 1968 . Information on the marital status and location of these respondents is shown in Table 1.
It can be seen from this table that twenty-three of the respondents were single ,
and that nine were married. Approximately one-third were living on the
r eservation and two-thirds were located off the reservation.

Table 1. Marital status and location of 32 graduates in Hom e Economics
in 1968 from Intermountain School
Single

23

Married

9

Number of
children
6

Location
Off r eservation
On reservation
11

21

In tabulating the enrollme nt r ec ords of the Home Economics Departm ent ,
it was found that nearly eighty perce nt of the students surveyed had taken hom e
economics during their freshmen year in high school.

The remaining twenty

perce nt were not enrolled at Intermountain School during their freshmen year .
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During the sophomore year eighty-six percent of the students surveyed
were enrolled in home economics programs; fourteen percent were not
enrolled at Intermountain School during their sophomore year.
An analysis of records showed that fifty percent of the students
who graduated in 1968 from home economics programs had received
vocational training for three hours per day during their junior year in
high school.

Two-thirds of these girls received training in vocational

home economics programs and one-third were e nrolled in other vocational
training, i.e., Material Center training, Film Library training, and
Business Education.

Those girls receiving other vocational training were

concurrently enrolled in the Homemaking ill program which had primary
emphasis on food preparation, nutrition, and clothing construction and
was taught one hour a day for girls in other vocations.
Forty-e ight percent of the graduates during their junior year in
high school were enrolled in Hom e Living I, a general course in hom e
economics, with major emphasis on preparation for marriage and family
living.

This course was taught for three hours a day during the junior year.

Two percent of the girls were not e nrolled in home economics programs
during their junior year in high school since they were not at Intermountain
School during that time.
Seve nty -five percent of the graduates we re enrolled in a daily three
hour vocational course, which was intended to prepare students for gainful
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employment , during their senior year in high school.

Of these girls nine

were enrolled in other vocations and received Homemaking IV training ,
which was a continuation of the Homemaking III program . The remaining
girls were enrolled in wage earning oriented programs in the Home Economics
Department.

Twenty-five percent of the students surveyed were enrolled in

their senior year in high school in a general home economics course entitled
Home Living II.

This course was a continuation of the Home Living I program

explained above.
The above information on courses of study taken by the 108 students
who graduated from Home Economics programs in the year 1968 is presented
in Table 2, below.

General homemaking courses are listed by the titles

used at Intermountain School.
When analyzing the same type of information as given in Table 2 for
r e spondents to the questionnaire , it was found that approximately the same
percentages applied for courses of study taken during freshmen and sophomore
years . This is shown in Table 3.

During the junior year in high school

nineteen of the thirty-two girls, or sixty percent, were enrolled in general
home economics programs as compared to forty-eight percent of the total
sample, and thirteen, or forty percent , were enrolled in vocational programs
as compared to fifty percent of the total sample.
During the senior year in high school fourteen, or forty-four percent ,
of the respondents were enroll ed in general home economics programs as
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Table 2.

Courses of study taken by 108 graduates of Home Economics
Programs during freshmen, sophomore, junior and senior year
at Intermountain School

Courses of Study

Homemaking I

Freshmen
Year

Sophomore
Year

Junior
Year

86

Homemaking II

93

Homemaking III

17

Homemaking IV

9

Home Living I

52

Home Living II

33

Food-a-Rama

11

Junior Quantity Foods

3

Senior Quantity Foods

14

Dressmaking

5

Power Sewing

4

Aids Training

18

Cashiering

Total

12
16

Child Care

No Home Economics
taken in this year or
not at Intermountain
School

Senior
Year

15
5

22

15

2

108

108

108

108
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Table 3.

Courses of study taken by 32 respondents during freshm en ,
sophomore, junior and senior year at Intermountain School

Courses of Study

Homemaking I

Freshmen
Year

Sophomore
Year

Junior
Year

Senior
Year

26

Homemaking II

29

Homemaking III

2

Homemaking IV

2

Home Living I

19

Home Living II

14

Food-a-R a m a

4

Junior Quantity Foods
Senior Quantity Foods

4

Dressmaking

3

2

Power Se wing

4

Child Care

2

Aids Training

3

3

Cashiering
No Home Economics
taken in this year or
not at Intermountain
School
Total

6

3

0

0

32

32

32

32
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compared to twenty-five percent of the total sample, and eighteen , or fifty six percent of the respondents, were e nrolled in vocational wage-earni ng
oriented programs as compared to seventy-five percent of the total sample.
What kind of employment aspirations did the respondents have a nd
how many of them found the type of e mploym e nt they aspired to? These
questions were asked of students and in Table 4 it is shown that twentyfour, or seventy-five percent, of the respondents actually obtained jobs in
.the fie ld of their choice.

Thos e girl s who were undecided in their vocational

choice during high school all went into home service a nd those girls who are
now employed outside their field of choice indicated that they, for some reason,
had failed to get into the training they had wished for after high school. In
addition to the above information the number of unemployed and otherwise
employed respondents, as well as information on specific fields of employment, and numbers of respondents employed in these specific fields is
presented in Table 4.
More information on the occupations of respondents is found in Table
5.

Twenty-three respondents were employed. Seventeen were employed off

the reservation and six were employed on the reservation.

Seven respondents

had or were receiving post high school training: three were pres ently enrolled and four were employed . Of these four respondents, who had completed
their post high school training, three were working in their field of training
and one was working outside her field of training.
married and one was serving a church mission.

Five respondents were
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Table 4.

Job aspirations of respondents a nd job obtained

Aspirations listed

Number Employed Employed Unemployed Other
of
in fie ld of outs id e
field of
times
c hoic e
listed
choic e

Factory worker

3

3

Teacher aid/
instructional aid

3

3

Nursing

2

1

Power sewing

2

1

Sec r e tarial or
business

5

4

Marriage

2

2

Hom e service/
child care

8

8

Food service worker

4

2

1
1

1

1

la

Cashier
No desire for job or
tra ining/undecided
Total

2b
32

24

awent on mission.
bone in home service, one in child care.

2

3

3
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Table 5.

Occupations of thirty-two 1968 gradua tes of Hom e Economics
programs at Intermountain School

Employed

Unemployed

In post high training

On

Mission
On reservation

6

Off Single
reservation
17

Married

Presently
enrolled

Comple ted
now
employed

5

3

4

0

1

Various reasons were given by respondents for seeking e mployment
a nd training off the reservation.

The reasons given are listed in Table 6

which shows that the twin caus al factors influencing the respondents' decisions
to leave the reservation appeared to be lack of employment opportunities and
training facilities on the reservation.

Table 6.

List of reasons given by respondents for going off reservation for
employment and training
R easons given

Number of tim es
response occurred

Need of job
Training was not available on the reservation

6
5

Job and training offered

2

Job needed and wanted to be with relatives and/or friends

2

Wanted to live in big city and m eet people
Job offered and liked
No reason given

____________Cicy

1

3
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Job a nd related training sat isfaction o f thirty-one respond ents is
reported in Table 7.

All respondents , except one, were either "ver y

satisfied" or "satisfied. " The dissatisfied respondent was e mployed outside her field of choice and indicated t hat s he had not received the post
high school training she had desired.

All seven of the re spond ents who

were in post high school training were "satisfied" with the results of their
training.

Table 7. Job and related training satisfaction of 31 respondents
Very
satisfied
Employm ent
Post high training results

Satisfied

Dis sa tis ified

15

8

1

0

7

0

Seven respondents, or twenty-three percent, had received post high
school training in a variety of fields.

An ana lysis of their fields of training

a nd the hours spent in this training are given in Table 8.

Three of these

respondents were currently enrolled in post high school training and four
were now e mployed.

One responde nt had received 600 hours of t raining as

a Home Health Aide and Practica l Nurse .

Her school supervisor sent the

respondent's training record to the researc her which indicated that the girl
had graduated with high honors as an "A" s tude nt.

This responde nt is the
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same one me ntioned in Table 4 under nursing , as being employed outside
her field of choice.

No reasons were given by the respondent or her train-

ing supervisor for being employed outside her field of training.

Table 8.

Post high training received by 7 respondents
Months or hours
spent in training

Kind of training

Home HlalthAide

315 hours

Practical Nurse

285 hours

Practical Nurse

480 hours

Cle rk - technical

9 mont lis

Busine ss and clerical

9 n,onths

Linotype operator

9 months

Cle rk

9 p.c nths

Business

10 months

How useful was home economics training to the respondents in their
employment, in their post high school training, or in their personal life s? In
Table 9 are represented the answers to this question asked from the respondents
in this survey . All but one respondent found home economics "useful" in their
personal lives.

Seven respondents who were in post high school training found
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home economics "useful" and o f thos e respondents who were em ploy ed ,
all but one gave t he same answe r . The respondent who did not find hom e
economics useful in either her personal life or employment had received
two y ears of training as a dressmaker but was working a n an electronic
assembler and living with her parents.

Table 9.

Usefulness of Home Economics training in personal life, post
high training and employment

Personal Life
Useful

31

Not
us e ful

Post High Training

Employment

Useful

Not
useful

Useful

7

0

23

Not
us e ful

The students in the survey were asked to list specific hom e economics
courses which had been useful e ither in their personal li ves, in post high school
training, or in their employm e nt.

The res earc her observed that r e spondents

tended to list units of instruction rather than home ec onomics courses . In
order to preserve the validity of responses, Table 10 itemizes both units of
instruction within courses and home economics courses .

Free responses to

this open-ended question indicated that almost all courses were useful in the
pers onal lives of the respondents . Apparently respondents attending post
high school had not found many uses for the specific training they had received ,
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but they did find their general home economics courses useful.

Respond-

ents who were employed found both the i r specific and general hom e economics
courses useful.
Cooking, sewing and apartment living were listed by the respondents
as the most useful courses.

However , cl eaning, home care, grooming

and money management were also frequently mentioned as being useful.
From the responses received courses other than hom e eco nomics
were undoubtedly useful to young Indian women in their employment and
post high school training.

Table 11 is a listing of the courses other than

home economics taken in high school which 32 respondents to the questionnaire found helpful in employment and post high school training.

Sixteen,

or one-half of the respondents, found English helpful . Seven respondents
listed health as useful , five respondents found English as a second language
useful and five respondents found typing useful.

Dramatics were found

useful by two girls who went into jobs as teacher -aides.
were listed by girls working in the nursing field.

Science and health

Mathematics and Ameri-

can problems were given as use ful preparation by girls in business fields .
Business, driver education and bookkeeping were also useful to girls in
business fields.
Table 12 is a list of suggestions from student·respondents for changes,
additions, and improvements in Home Economics Programs at Intermountain
School. This table may prove to be one of the most valuable in terms of
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Table 10 .

List of specific Home Economics courses which were useful
in personal life, post high school training and employment
of 32 respondents

Courses

Number
of times
listed in
responses

Useful in
personal
life

Table Manners

3

3

Job Orientation

2

2
5

Cleaning and Home Care

5

Marriage and Fam : Liv.

1

1

Meal Planning

2

2

2

2

Useful in
post high
training

Useful in
employment

Entertaining
Personal Relations
Sewing

10

10

Cooking

17

14

Child Ca r e

7

6

Grooming

19

11

8

3

2

1

Power Se wing

3

Dressmaking
1

Aids Training

2

Quantity Foods

2

2

Cashie r Training

2

2

Money Management

6

4

2

Apartment Living

9

5

4

Homemaking and Home Living 26

8

18

All Home Economics courses 12

2

7

3
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Table 11.

List of courses other than Home Economics taken in high
school which 32 respondents found helpful in employment
and post high school training

Course of Study

Number of
times listed
in replies

English

16

Health

7

English as a Second Language

5

Typing

5

Mathematics

2

American Problems

2

Dramatics

2

Science

2

Business
Driver Education
Bookkeeping
Film Library

1
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Table 12.

List of suggestions from respondents for changes, additions
and improvements in Home Economics programs at
Intermountain School
Suggestions

More practice in decision making

Number of
tim es listed
in replies
7

"Make students work harder"

4

More teaching of independence and responsibility

3

More general home living teaching less vocational training

3

Teaching students to think for themselves

3

Money management

2

Apartment living for all girls in high school

2

Learning how to get along with people and meeting people

2

More independent choice in career planning

2

More choices in vocational training

2

More teaching of personal relationships

2

Girls in cooking vocations should learn how to sew

2

Girls in sewing vocations should learn how to cook

2

All girls should take Home Economics for four years

2

All girls should take Home Economics

2

More realism in child care teaching
More marriage and family living teaching
Make girls keep a recipe file on recipes tried in class
Teach the use of a variety of sewing machines

1

Repeat practicing of skills until skills are mastered

1
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proposing c hanges in home ec onomics programs.

Free responses were

solicited through an open-e nded ques tion and respondents gave many use ful suggestions for program change.

The importance of a response that was

tallie d only once may at thi s point b e questioned.

Consideration should be

given to the fact that Indian girls are not highly verbal and have difficulty
in expressing themselves in writing.

Also, if a respondent had feelings

sufficient ly strong enough to attempt to communicate through a written
express ion, the response may be considered important.
The importanc e of suggestions for improvement in any fi eld ,
whether e ducational or other , may not necessarily be determined by the
number of times it is mentioned by diffe rent people . Often significant
changes have been initiated as a r es ult of the Insight of only one pers on.
Any response that received a num erical rating of more than two could
be considered highly important. There for e, five items might be thought to
have a significant impact on recommended program changes: "more practice
in decision making ," "make students work harder, " "more teaching of
independence and responsibility, " "more general homeliving teac hing a nd l ess
vocational training , " and "teaching students to think for themselves. "
Table 13 is a list of twenty-five jobs which employers said would be
available in their organization for young women with a high school diploma.
In addition, employers were asked to list other requirements which were
thought to be important for job success.

In column three evidence is given
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Table 13. List of jobs available for girls with high school diploma as
liste d by employer respond e nts
Name of job

Type of operation

Additiona l require m ents
(besid es high school diploma

Mac hine operatorsewing

Clothing manufacturer

Knowledge of sewing
machines

Hand seamstress

C lothing manufactur-er

Use of needle and thimble

Nurse aide

Tra ining sc bool

480 hours of supervised
training

Te letype operator

Government s ervice

Good health , unquestionable loyalty, reputation
and character

Stenographer

Government service

As above a nd 80 words/
min .

Typist

Government service

As above and 45 words/
min.

Clerk, Cl erk -typist

Gove rnment service

Same as above

Teacher- Aide

Government s er vice

India n extraction

Instructional-Aid
guidance

Government service

Indian ext raction

Dormitory attenda nt

Governme nt service

Indian extraction

Assistant cook

Government service

Indian extraction

Kitc hen helper

Government service

Indian extraction

Waitres s

Governme nt s ervice

Indian extraction

Assembler of parts

Electronic assembly
plant

Indian extraction

Maid

Convalescent Hospital

Good health, hom e
economic s training
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Table 13 . Continued

Name of job

Type of operation

Kitchen helper

Convalescent Hospital

Additional requirements
Good health, home economics training

Nurses aide

same

Health and science

Assistant cook

same

Home Economics

Dietary aid

same

Waitress

Good 'health , and
references

Cafe

Cook

Same

same

Same and home eco- .
nomy training

Mother's helper

Private home

References

Child Care worker

Private home

References

Housekeeper/
family service

Private home

Refer e nces

that some vocational training in high school would be necessary for several
of the jobs listed.

Bureau of Indian Affairs schools and an electronic

assembly plant listed Indian extraction of applicants as an additional requirement for some jobs.
The employers employing the largest number of employees were the
government, two clothing manufacturers and an electronic assembly plant.
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Apparently the vocational training received at Intermountain School developed
job -entry skills sufficiently that graduating students of the school found
employment in these establishments and others listed in the table. Employers'
ratings of graduates of Home Economics Programs at Intermountain School
in regard to preparedness for work are given in Table 14.

Fourteen em-

ployers employed forty-four, or forty-one percent, of the 1968 graduates
Twenty-eight of these students or two-thirds, were rated satisfactory and
sixteen, or one-third, were rated unsatisfactory.

Employers made these

comments concerning their dissatisfactions: "aptitude but no knowledge
of machine and hand sewing"--twelve employees; "failed to meet standards
of acceptable work and had poor working habits "--two employees; "no
initiative "- - one employee; and "no feelings of responsibility, not punctual
and not dependable "--one e mployee.

The findings reported in Table 14

may also have special importanc e for Home Economics curriculum changes
at Intermountain School.

Table 14. Employer ratings of graduates of Home Economics Programs
in regard to preparedness for work
Number of
e mployer
respondents
14

Number of graduates
employed by these
employers
44

Number
rated
satisfactory

28

Number rated
unsatisfactory
16
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Table 15 gives information which indicated that employers have
limited contact with the Placement departm ent and no contact with the
Home Economics Department of lntermountain School.

A co-incidental

contact was made by the researcher with a representative of a clothing
manufacturing company when he came to the school seeking employees
for his company, thus permitting the researcher to place the number
in the column headed "contact with Home Economics and Placement
departments. "

Table 15.

No contact

6

Contact of employers with Intermountain School Placement
and Home Economics Departments
Contact with
Placement
department

Contact with
Home Economics
department

7

0

Contact with
Home Economics a nd
Placement departments
1

Employers' opinions and comments on equivalence of preparation
for employm ent of lndian girls as compared to white girls were sou ght and
results are reported in Table 16. Employers in general thought that preparation for employment was equal when lndian girls were compared with
white girls.

However, one employer commented: "high school graduates

generally are not ready to face the responsibilities of a job. " Two
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e mployers belie ved white girls had superior pre paration and commented:
(Indian girls) do not know how to m eet the public as white girls do "
a nd " . . . (Indian girls) do not have an equal sense of responsibility ."
One employer stated that he could not give an opinion on equivalence of
preparation because he employed Indian girls only.

Table 16.

Employers' opinions and comm ents on equivalence of preparation
for employment of Indian girls as compared to white girls

Preparation
e qual

11

Prepa ration of
Indian girls
superior
0

Preparation of
white girls
superior

Other

2

In Table 17 employe rs' prefe rence or non-pre ference for hiring
Indian girls or white gir l s is . reported.

Eight of the fourteen employers

stated tha t they had no preferenc e in e mploying Indian or white employees.
Four e mployers were bound by e ither policy or contractual obligations in
giving preferential employme nt to Indians.

One e mploye r preferred Indian

employees a nd commented that "finger dexterity a nd Englis h are better than
that of our other employees who are European immigrants . "
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Table 17.

No
preference

Employe r preferences for hiring white or Indian girls and
the ir reasons
Prefer
Indian
girls

Prefer
white
girls

Indian
prefe r ence
policy
B. I. A.

0

8

3

Equal
opportunity
e mployer

Indian
preference
policy and
contract
witlj Navajo
tribe

l

Employers suggestions for improvement of Home Economics programs
and also for programs for preparation for work of high school students were
solicited in the em ployer questionnaire.

Table 18 is a listing of these sug-

gestions and also gives the number of times a specific suggestion was made
by the employers.

Whether or not a suggestion for improvement of programs

is important when listed by only one e mployer can perhaps be answered with
the following example.

Suggestions 22 and 23 on T able 18 state that students

should be taught the use of a thimble a nd sewing by hand.

This suggestion was

made by one employer only, however , this employer e mploys twelve of the
graduates under study (nine percent).
sidered for inclusion in programs.

Any sugges tion made should be con-

When a suggestion such as number

on Table 18 is m e ntioned in one way or another by nine out of fourteen
employers it indicates an urgent need for changes in some programs of instruction.
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Table 18 . Employer suggestions for improve me nt of Home Economics
progra m and Program s for Prepa ration for Work of high
school students

Suggestion

Number of
tim e s
listed

Teach students to follow written and oral instructions

9

Teach stude nts what constitutes good grooming

8

Teac h students that tardines s is poor job b ehavior

8

Teach s tude nts correct job be havior

7

Teach s tude nts to take initiative a nd not be routine workers

6

Teach stude nts about employer-e mployee r e lationships

7

Teach students to be independent

6

Tea c h stude nts be tter work/ study habits

5

Teach s tude nts good conve rsational Englis h

5

Teach s tude nts how to ge t a long with other people

4

Teach s tudents how to get a long in the outsid e world

4

Teach s tude nts that a ttendance is important in k eeping a job

3

Teach students about employee r e sponsibilitie s

3

Teach stude nts that notification a nd giving of r eason in case of
abs ence is imperative

3

Teach s tudent to be alert to changing needs of the job to adept
them selves to patient/ custome r / family needs

3

Teach stude nts to be dependable

3
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Table 18. Continued

Number of
times
listed

Suggestion

Teach students how to thread a nd control sewing machine

2

Te ach stude nts that speed and accuracy are important

2

Teach s tude nts clean tacking of seams and sewing straight

2

Teach students that accuracy, proficiency, neatness and
rapid work are all important

2

Teach students to ask questions in order to avoid costly
mistakes

2

Teach stude nts the use of a thimble
Teach students how to sew by hand

l

Teach students to be emotionally stabl e, have poise and confidence1
Teach students to understand children

Suggestions as indicated in Table 18 did not come as a compl ete
surprise to school personnel.

Teachers a nd ad ministrators were well

aware of the limitations and shortcomings in the education of India n youths.
These employers, however, who know very little about these youths and have
had little or no contact with the Navajo way of life have provided suggestions
which cannot be taken lightly.

Table 18 speaks for itself and it is hoped
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that it will speak loudly and c learly to those concerned with program
development.
Part II of the employer questionnaire dealt with five forced c hoice
e mploy m e nt situations in which the e mployer chose between two a pplicants
for a vacancy in his organization. An analysis of the responses of the
fourteen e mploye rs is given in Ta ble 19 which shows the following:
1.

Employers considered college preparatory courses in high
school better preparation for office workers than vocational
preparation.

2.

Employers considered students graduating from vocational
programs better qualified to fill vacancies for manual work
than graduates of college preparatory courses .

3. Some employers preferred people with experienc e over r ece nt
high schoo l graduates , but most found the trainability and less
pay of r ecent graduates a n advantage in hiring a n office worker .
4.

Four of the fourteen responding employers preferred a person
with maturity, stability, a nd experie nce while ten of the responding employers would hire a recent high school graduate with
vocational training for a quantity foods worker vacancy.

As in

number 3, trainability a nd less pay seemed to be the influencing
factors for their choices.
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5. School grades were not as important to employers as actual
performance of the job.
Retraining of employees with experienc e was considered more

6.

costly than training of workers without experience.
7.

Employers valued highly the ability of an applicant to perform
under stress in a hiring situation where a typing test was given
to an applicant for a typist position.
The fact that the same applicant had poor school grades was
a pparently of no influence.

8 . Employers associated college preparatory training with office
positions and ability to do "brainwork. "
9.

Employers associated vocational training with manual work.

10. Employers were not aware of the fact that business training,
clerical training and typing are taught in vocational departm e nts.
11.

Employers were not acquainted with the objectives of college preparatory and vocational pre paratory courses.

In Table 20 is given a description of the jobs employers listed that

were available in their organizations for girls with a high school diploma.
These job descriptions were supplied by e mployers on suppleme ntary sheets
of the questionnaire, and the informa tion they contain is given in tabular form
in the table.

Most of the responding employers stated that they provided train-

ing for the kinds of work listed and they were referring to on-the-job training

Table 19. Analysis of employers' responses to forced c hoice employment situations
Vacancy

Choice of applicants

Clerk

a.

b.
Cleaning woman

Office girl

Q.J.antity foods

One who took college
preparatory course in
high school

One who took vocational
course in high school

a. One who took college
preparatory course in
high school
b. One who took vocational
course in high school

Number of
times
chosen

14

Reasons given for decision

College preparation considered
better for this vacancy .
Better understanding of paper-work
with college preparatory course
Ability to do brainwork

0

0

14

a.

One with experie nc e and
good references
b. High school graduate with
vocational training and
good school grades

12

a. One with experl ence a nd
over 35 years of age

4

2

Better prepared for the vacancy
Used to doing manual work
Ability to do this type of work
Experience important no time
wasted in training
Referencese important
)"o experience - -no retraining
Trainability important
Less pay
Maturity, stability

"'

a.

Table 19.

Continued

Vacancy

Choice of applicants

Quantity foods
worker

b.

Typist

a.

High school graduate with
voca tiona! training

One who performed poorly
on typing test with good
school grades
b. One who performed good on
typing test but had poor
school grades

Number of
times
chosen

10

Reasons given for decision

Trainability
Less pay

0

14

Good typing important
Ability to perform under stress
Grades in school not important
Less costly to train

Table 20.

Job description of jobs available for girls as listed by employer respondents

Name of job

Duties of job

Employer
training

Desirable skills for applicants

High school
diploma

High school
courses that
are useful

Instructional-aide Assist guidance on-the-job

Yeb

Dormitory
attendant

Assist guidance
personnel
supervise
students

Yes

General educa tion and home
economics
G·eneral education and home
economics

Depe ndability
Honesty
Common Sense
as above

Teacher-aide

Assisting
teachers

Yes

Yes

General
education

willingness to
learn , dependability,

Assistant cook

To help cook
in foods
preparation

Yes

Yes

Quantity foods
training
Home econom.
Mathematics

adaptability
working with
Others

Kitchen helper

To do kitchen
chores

Yes

No

Home econom - working with
ics
others

0.

j. t.

Waitress

To serve meals Yes

No

Home econom~ same

Sewing machine
operator

To do machine
sewing
Yes

Yes

Home econom . ability to follow instructions
Power sewing

Hand seamstress

hand sewing

Yes

Home ec.

same as above

Nurse-aide

Care of
patients

Health
Science

knowledge of safety principles
liking people, emotional
stability

Yes
Yes

Yes

"'
00

Table 20.

Continued

Name of job

Assembler

Duties of job

Employer
training

High school High school
diploma courses that
are useful

Desirable skills for applicants

Assembly of
Yes
electronic parts

Yes

General educa- Finger dexterity
tion. English

Teletype

Yes

Yes

Switchboard

Yes

Yes

General educa tion
General ed ..

Steno

Yes

Yes

General ed . .
and business

Typist

Yes

Yes

General ed . .
and typing

Clerk

Yes

Yes

Same as above T;yping

Clerk-technical

Yes

Yes

Same as above TYPing

Yes

No

Homeec .

Know how to get along with
children

Yes

No

Home ec.

Understanding of
children

Yes

No

Home ec.
in all phases

"];o be independent,
dependable , and
adaptable
to get along with people

Mother's helper

Assist in
housekeeping

Child careworker Care of
children
Housekeeper
Family service
worker

Independently
keep a home

80 words/minute
45 words/ minute

"'C!>
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in which the employee is given job orientation a nd instruction. This
training is s pecific to the particular job a nd has little transfer value to
other employm ent situations.

Discussion of Findings

In one suggestion graduating students stated, that they did not ha ve
enough choices in vocational training.

Graduates stated that their career

planning should have been done mor e inde pendently.

This may possibly

r efl ect some sentiment among teachers and students, that students occasionally
are railroaded into choosing a vocation, a nd that students are made to fit into
programs existing, rather than programs being tailored to fit students.
Responding employers had the wrong image of vocational education.
When ask ed what vocational education m eant to them, all without exception,
referred to indus trial arts as it is known in vocational education for boys .
None of the employers had been exposed to th e idea of vocational education
for girls in which Home Economics s kills and competencies are used to prepare for gainful employment.

Vocational education , whether for boys or girls,

is still considered by the employers and probably by many others, as in some
ways inferior and the term "dumping ground" is often applied to it. Some
evide nce of this was found in the analysis of the forced choic e of applicants
in the findings of this study . When c hoos ing among applicants with college
preparatory training and vocational training, employers chose the applicant
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with college preparatory training, without exception , for the offic e girl
vacancy.

They failed to realize that business training is given in vocational

departments and that the applicant had possibly received such training as
was necessary for this position.

It was their perception that college

preparatory courses are preparing students for office work is "brainwork"
as referred to in their responses.

Again , without exception, the employers

chose for the vacancy of a cleaning woman the vocationally trained applicant
over the college trained applicant assuming "better preparation , " "ability to do
manua l work" and one said: "trained to do this kind of work."
Girls had been satisfied with the limited vocational choices that
had been offered to them in school.

The reason why girls had been satisfied

with these limited offerings probably stems from the fact that students had a
poor vocational self concept.

The Institute for Research on Human Resources

of the Pennsylvania State University , as cited earlier in the Revie w of Literature,
found that "girls regard post-high school e mployment as an interlude before
they as sumed their real rol es as wives and mothers.

The poor vocational

self concept of girls stemmed from the cultural lessons taught to them that:
there a r e few occupations appropriate for girls; girls should only plan on
working until they get married; girls should not prepare themselves for important jobs because they will marry and waste their training. " (Institute for
Research on Human Resources, 1967) Schools should take the lead in expandi ng offerings and giving skillful guidance to girls to improve their vocational
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self image and hel p them to prepare themselves for a variety of
occupations where their skills are needed , in occupations they are capable of filling.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

A survey of 1968 graduates of Home Economics programs at Intermountain School in Brigham City, Utah, was made to determine what jobs
graduates hold, what additional training they have taken since high school ,
a nd how use ful their high school trai ning had been to them in their personal
life, their post high school training , and the ir e mploym ent.
A review of the lite r a ture pointed out, that home making e ducation
had changed its direction since the Vocational Education Acts of 1963 and
1968.

Where formerly home m aking education was s trictly preparation fo r

personal, home, a nd fam ily living, it now include s occupational preparation
using home economics s kills and co mpe te nci es .

The interest in changing

work patterns for women has bee n brought out in reports from the United
States Depar tme nt of Labor.

The labor force participation of wo me n is

increas ing and the usefulness or ade quacy of vocational education for gir ls
has been que stioned in several studies. Researchers have found materials
for occupational prepar ation courses limited a nd personnel inadequate ly prepared to teach the se courses.

Several pilot programs have bee n launched a nd
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studied in the last few years and researchers have reported on these
courses, the students, who have graduated from these courses, and the
employment these students have obtained.

Many recommendations have

come from government investigating teams and research centers on
human resources.

The recommendations made by these researchers

dealt mostly with curriculum development, teacher preparation, instructional resources, and cultural factors.
It was found that most graduating students were either employed

or in post-high school training. Sixteen percent of the respond ents were
married and unemployed.

Seventy-five percent of the employed respondents

were employed in the field of their choice and rated their job satisfaction as
"satisfactory. " Twenty percent of the graduate respondents had taken posthigh school training and rated the results of this training as "satisfactory"
to their expectations of the training.

Post-high school training of the

respondents was found to be in the fields of business education and nursing.
The response of graduating students as to whether or not their Home Economics
training had been beneficial to them in their personal lives, their post-high
school training, and their employment was affirmative.
Suggestions from graduate respondents came for modifications, changes,
and improvements of programs ; no suggestions were made for innovations
of programs.

A great need was felt for teaching decision making, responsibility,
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and ind ependence to students.
appeared several times.

One comment: "make students work harder"

All areas of homemaking education received some

comments in the line of "teach more . .. " Two other types of suggestions
are worth mentioning. One type suggested that students should be made to
practice skills until they are mastered, the other type dealt with vocational
training and career planning and stated that graduating students felt that they
did not have enough choices in vocational training.

Graduate respondents

stated that their career planning should have been done more independently.
Response to the graduate questionnaire was limited, however ,
twenty-four employers were identified in the replies of respondents and
these employers employed one half of the graduating students under study.
Of the twenty-four employers contacted, fourteen responded. These fourteen employ ers employed forty-four (or 41 percent) of the students under
study.
Twenty-five jobs and job descriptions were listed by the e mployers
as ava ilable in their organizations to girls with a high school diploma.

For

almost all of these jobs, employers said they would train their employees.
They were referring to on-the -job training; this training was specific to
the job and had little transfer value to other jobs.
The question to employers on current and projected needs was either
not answered or replied to in vague generalities.

The words "vocational

education" in all replies of employers evoked the response of industrial arts
as it is known in vocational education for boys.
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In tabulating forced choice situations in Part Two of the e mploye r s
questionnaire it was found that e mployers :
1.

chose an applicant with college preparatory training for a vacancy

for an office girl over an applicant with vocational training;
2.

chose an applicant with vocational training for a vaca ncy for a

cleaning woman over an applicant with college preparatory training;
3.

c hose a n applicant who performed well on a typing test, but who

had poor grades in school, over an applicant who had good school grades,
but performed poorly on a typing test;
4. usually preferred r ecent high school graduates for vacancies
over applica nts with experienc e because of trainability and less pay.
In regard to preparation for work sixty-four percent of the graduat-

ing students were rated as satisfactory by their employer.

Thirty-six

percent of the employed gradua tes were rated unsatisfactory . In general
e mployers had no preference for either white or Indian e mployees, unless
policy of their organizations dictated preference to them.

In the opinion of

e mployers preparation for work of Indian girls a nd white girls was equa lly
good or equally bad.
Many suggestions were received from e mployers for modifica tions ,
changes and improvements of programs .

No suggestions were made for

i nnovations . Employers' suggestions revealed a need for students to learn
to follow instructions , to groom themselves better , to display more
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appropriate job be havior , to work more indepe nde ntly , to ta ke more
initia tive and to be more depe ndable .

Fourteen of the twenty-five s ug-

gestions made were related to preparation of students for the world of
work . Specific suggestions were ma de in the areas of child care, power
sewing, hand sewing, English, and grooming.

Several of the suggestions

were related to the areas of personal relationships and understanding of
self and others.

Conclusions

In view of the findings of this study the researcher feels that the
following conclusions can be drawn .
l.

The majority of the graduate respondents are s ingle and are

either employed or in post-high school training.

The employme nt and post-

high sc hool training of these respondents is directly related to the training
they have received in high school.

For thos e who chose to go into business

a nd nursing fields additional training was needed a nd tll:'s e respondents were
or had been enrolled in post-high schools.

Respondents were satis fied with

their jobs and with the results of their post-high school training.

They had

received ade quate vocational guidance from counselors and teache rs while
atte nding high school.

Home economics training had been bene ficial to

responde nts in their personal lives, their post-high school training a nd their
employment. All phases of Home Economics training had been useful to
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respondents though many wished they had had more training in the way of
decision making, independence training, responsibility training and thinking
processes.
2. In general employers did not seem to think about the problem of
where young people acquire the training to take a place in soc iety.

When

asked what schools could do to fill current a nd projected needs most did
not answer or replied in vague generalities.

Employers seemed to be con-

cerned with a need for training only as it influenced their day-to-day operations.

This lack of interest probably comes from their limited contact with

vocational education.
3. Responding employers had the wrong image of vocational education.
4.

Intermountain School has had limited offerings in vocations for

girls and girls have been satisfied with these limited offerings because they
seem to have a poor vocational self concept.
5.

Preparation for the world of work of respondents cannot be con-

sidered adequate .

Recommendations

In view of the findings of this research the writer makes the following
recommendations to the administration of Intermountain School.
1.

Vocational programs for preparation for work should be expanded.
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2.

Appropriate job behavior and employer-employee relationships

should be stressed in courses for preparation for the world of work.
3.

New vocational programs for gainful employment preparation of

girls should be added whenever this is possible, so that girls may have a
greater choice in deciding on their vocations.
4.

Vocational programs for girls should be instituted when there is

a demand for certain vocations rather than placing girls in vocational programs
because these programs already exist.
5.

Teachers and counselors should be given the responsibility to

improve the vocational education image of the public as well as the vocationa l
self image of girls enrolled in Home Economics programs.
6.

Administrators and te achers shou ld consider all recommendations

and suggestions made by the graduated students and their employers and
decide how they can change present programs to serve both groups better.
(See T ables 12 and 18, respectively on pages 44 and 52.)
7.

The general homemaking and home living courses should be kept

"as is " except for some changes as noted in Tables 12 and 18.
8 . General homemaking and home living should be taught to a ll girls
in high school.
9.

Teaching of decision making, responsibility training, and in-

dependence training should be incorporated in a ll units of instruction as per
suggestions of graduating students and employers .
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10 . Teaching to follow written and oral instructions , to take
initiative , to be independe nt , and to be on time should be incorporated in
all units of instruction as per the suggestions of employers of graduating
students .
11. Much emphasis in Home Economics programs at Inte rmountain
School should be given to good conversational English , good grooming and
personal r elationships .
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Appendix A

Legislative Programs enacted by Congress from 1958 through 1965
in connection with socioeconomic problems as cited in this research.
1.

National Defense Education Act of 1958.

2.

Area Development Act of 1961.

3.

Manpower Developme nt and Training Act of 1962 and subsequent
amendments.

4.

Mental Retardation Facilities and Community Mental Health
Centers Constitution Act of 1963.

5.

Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963.

6.

Vocational Education Act of 1963.

7.

Library Construction Act of 1964.

8.

Economic Opportunity Act of 1964.

9.

Nurse Training Act of 1964.

10.

Appalachian Act of 1965.

11.

Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
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Appendix B

INTERMOUNTAIN SCHOOL
HOME ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT
Mrs. Aty Bakker Bitton
Building 67-10 Intermountain School
Brigham City, Utah 84302
March 5, 1969
Dear
How well did the Home Economics Department of Intermountain
School prepare you for life and work? Which courses db you think were
helpful when you began looking for a job? What did you like most about
the Home Economics Department?
The program of the department is being studied and your opinion
is being sought.

The results should enable the department to improve

preparalion of other students, perhaps some day your children, for life
a nd work.
Please find enclosed a questionnaire.

Will you please answer the

questions on your high school experiences and tell us what has happened to
you s ince graduation? All of your a nswers will be confidential a nd will be
reported in such a way that no individual will be identified.
Thank you for your participation in this worthwhile project.
Sincerely yours,
Teac he r , Hom e Economics
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Appendix C

GRADUATE QUESTIONNAffiE
2.

page 1.
Age :

1.

Name:

3.

Marital status: Single_ _ __
Ma rried_ __
Divorced_ _

4.

Number of c hildren : - - - - -

5.

What courses of study did you take in the Home Economics De pa rtm ent
of Intermountain School ?
Did you take homemaking I in your fres hmen year? Yes _ _ _No _ __
Did you take Homemaking IT in your sophomore year ?
Yes _ _ _No _ __
Which class did you take in your junior year?
Whic h one in your senior year? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

6.

Wha t kind of job did you hope to get after gradua tion ?

7.

Would you suggest that a girl just starting high school took the sam e
courses you took in Home Economics?
Yes
No

8.

After you graduated did you move away from the reservation ?
Yes
No

9 . If the a nswer to number 8 is YES a nswer the following ques tions:

Where did you move to ? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Did you work a nd live there for 3 months or longer?
Yes
No. _ _ __
Why did you de cid e to go there?
List the jobs you had there:
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Kind of job

Name and address of employers

10. If the answer to number 8 is NO please write what you are doing now:
If you are employed on the reservation list the jobs you have had:
Name and address of employers
Kind of job

11.

If you took post high school training please fill out:

Name of training
program

Begin and end
date

Hours spent

Are you
satisfied
with results ?
Yes No

Did your
employer
give you
this training?
Yes
No

List the courses you took in high school which were helpful to you in this
training program :

12. Are your Hom e Economics courses helpful to you now in your personal
life?
Yes _ _
No

13. In which ways are your Home Economics courses helpful to you now.
Please make a short statement:
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14. What do you think should be changed in the Home Economics Programs
that would make them better ?

15. In your opinion what should be taught in the Home Economics Department that was not taught when you were in school?

16.

Please make any additional comments that you think will be helpful:

Post tligh School Work Experience
Please answer the following questions only if you held each job for 3 months or longer and worked
for 30 hours or more each week. Write your answers in the lines below.
Job name , --,-...,...----- What did you do
and date e nded _ _ _ __

Narne~-----------Started ______ _ __
Ended _ _ _ _ __ ___

Pay per hour or per month
starting pay ______________
ending pay _______________
I worked
hours .

Job satisfaction:
Very satisfied __
satisfied
dissatisfied
very dissatisfied_

List the courses taken
in Home Economics that
helped you in this job.
--------------------

Which other courses did you take in high school that helped you in this job? ___________________________________
Job name , date started
and date ended _______
Started ____________
Ended ____________

What did you do? Pay per hour or per month
Starting pay
Ending pay
I worked
hours .

Job satisfaction:
Very satisfied __
satisfied
dissatisfied _____
very dis satisfied_

List the courses taken
in Hom e Economics that
helped you in tlli.s job.
- ------------------------------------

Whlch other courses did you take in high school that helped you in this job? ___________________________________
Job name , date started What did you do?
and date ended _______
Name...,..._ _ _ _ __
Started _ __________
Ended ______________

Pay per hour or per month
starting pay _ _ _ _ ___
e nding pay ______________
I worked
hours .

Job satisfaction: List the courses taken
very satisfied _____in Home Econom ics that
satisfied
helped you in this job.
dissatisfied _____ - - - - - - -very dissatisfied

Which other courses did you take in high school that helped you in this job? ____________________________________
Thank you very much for you cooperation.
Please mail this questionnaire in the e nve lope provided.
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Appendix D

INTERMOUNTAIN SCHOOL
HOME ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT
Mrs. Aty Bakker Bitton
Building 67-10 Inte rmountain School
Brigham City , Utah 84302
March 28, 1969

Re:
Dear
The Hom e Economics Department of Inter mountain School is conducting
a study of the e mployment experie nces of their 1968 graduates .
We wish to assess our program in two ways. The first is by sending
questionnaires directly to the students to learn to what ex te nt the program
is meeting their personal needs. The second is by sending a questionnaire
to e mploy er s to learn how well our students do in terms uf their employment.
In addition , we a r e desirous of obtaining some general information from
employers. You can help us on these las t two items .
The e nclosed questionnaire you will r eceive is in two parts . The first part
will ask questions about your satisfaction with the job per fo r mance of your

Indian employe e . Then , in addition , we would like information conce rning
how you feel about Indian students with var ious kinds of training.
We will appreciate your cooperation in this endeavor because your res ponses
are essential if our study is to acco mplisy the purposes stated above . Thank
y ou.
Sincerely yours,

T eac her, Home Economics
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Appendix E

EMPLOYERS QUESTIONNAIRE
Name of Company_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,Employee: _ _ _ __
Address

Phone _ _ _ _ _ __

Type of Organization_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Main products and services _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
How many employees do you have ?
Toml _ _ _ _ __ _~mdian._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Whire _ _ __
VVornen_ _ _ _ _ _ _~mdian~_____________VVhire _ _ _ __
Part I.
1.

Please list the availabl e jobs in your organization for high school
trained girls.

For each of the jobs listed please complete a JOB

DESCRIPTION (see attached sheets).
Jobs:

High School Graduation Re quired for
Employment?
Yes

2.

How well is the employee prepared for the work for which she was
e mployed?

3.

No

Sa tisfactory _ _ _ __

Unsatisfactory_ _ _ __

What conmct have you had with the vocational education departme nts
of mtermountain School:
I have mlked to Placement personne l only - - - - - - - - - - 1 have talked with people in the Home Economics Department_ _ _ __
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EMPLOYERS QUESTIONNAffiE -Page 2
4 . Do you believe that the worker(s) you have employed are adequately
prepared for the position they hold or have held?
Yes

No

Comments

5.

Is their preparation equivalent to white high school girls who have
been employed in similar positions?
Yes

6.

No

Please give some suggestions on how you think the vocational Home
Economics Programs could be improved:

7.

What in your opinion should be taught to Indian girls in Home
Economics to better prepare them for employment?

s:

If both a white girl and an Indian girl applied for the same job

(assuming they are equally qualified) , which one would be employed?
White

Reason:

Indian_ _ _ _ Reason:
Part II.
Following are some fictional employment situations.
there are two Indian girl applicants:

In the first two cases

(1) Sandra, who took the college

preparatory course, but decided not to go to college,

(2) Marie , who

took the vocational course . Your opening is not in the area for which
Marie was trained .
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1.

You have an opening for a clerical worker.

Which of the two girls would

you employ?
Sandra, who completed the college preparatory course
who took the vocational course

2.

or Marie,

. Reason for decision: _ _ _ _ __

You have an opening for a cleaning woman.

Which of the two girls

would you employ?
Sandra, who completed the college preparatory course_ _ ___:or Marie ,
who took the vocational course _ _ _ _.

3.

You need a new office girl.

Reason for decision: _ _ _ _ __

The applicants are two young unmarried

Indian girls: (1) Jane has worked for a number of companies and has good
references, (2) Sally has just graduated from high school where she studied
the commercial course with good grades.

Which of the two girls would you

employ?
Jane , exper ience and good references

or

Sally, commercial course, good grades

. Reason for decision:

4.

You have an opening for a Quality Foods worker.

There are two

applicants: (l) Betty has worked in jobs similar to the opening you have;
she is over 35 years of age, (2) Rose is a rec ent high school graduate,
who trained for jobs like the one for which you have an opening.

Which of

the two girls would you employ?
Betty, over 35 years of age
Rose , recent high school graduate

, or
Reason for decision:
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5.

You have an ope ning for a typist. Two unmarried India n girls a pply :

( 1) Lois , who took an academic course in high school does poorly on the

typing test you give, however , her school grades we r e good, (2) Mae took
the com m ercial cours e; she does well on the typing test, but had poor
school grades.

Which of the two girls would you e mploy?

Lois , poor typing , good school grades - - - - - - '

or

Ma e, good typing , poor school grades - - - - - - '

Reason for decis ion :

6.

What cours es do t.he words "vocational ed ucation" sugges t to y ou ?
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Job Description (See Question 1)

1.

Job Title:

2.

Is this a job for
young me n_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Indian girls - - - - - - - -

young w o m e n - - - - - - - - - - - White gir ls - - - - - - - b o t h - - - -- - - - - - - - - - b o t h - - - - - - - - - 3.

What are the duties of this job?

4.

How do you select workers for this job?

5. Are t he courses taken in high school important in hiring?
Yes
If yes, which courses ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - No _ _ __

6.

How well do cours es prepare stude nts for this job?
Satisfactory _ _ _ __
Unsatisfactory _ _ _ __
Comments:

7.

Does your organization give any training for this job?
Yes
If yes , what type of tra inin g?
No _ _ __ _

8.

Are there a ny skills or qualities that applicants for this job do not have
that you would like them to have?
Please list:

9 . Any additional comm ents you would like to make?
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Appendix F

INTERMOUNTAIN SCHOOL
HOME ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT
Mrs. Aty Bakker Bitton
Building 67-10 Intermountain School
Brigham City, Utah 84302
March 28, 1969

Dear Graduate,
Several weeks ago we mailed to you a form in which we asked
questions about your personal life , your post-high sc hool training a nd
your job experie nces .
We have not received your answer.

We hope you und erstand how

important it is that we hear from you if our study is to be a success.
Please mail: us your questionnaire with answers soon. Thank
you very much for your cooperation.
Sincerely you rs ,
Teacher Home Economics
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